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Challenges

• As our software gets more complex, it is getting harder to 
install tools and libraries correctly in an integrated and 
interoperable software stack.
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E4S: Extreme-scale Scientific Software Stack
• Curated, Spack based software distribution
• Spack binary build caches for bare-metal installs

– x86_64, ppc64le (IBM Power 9), and aarch64 (ARM64)
• Container images on DockerHub and E4S website of pre-built binaries of ECP ST products
• Base images and full featured containers (with GPU support)
• GitHub recipes for creating custom images from base images
• GitLab integration for building E4S images
• E4S validation test suite on GitHub
• E4S VirtualBox image with support for container runtimes

• Docker
• Singularity
• Shifter
• Charliecloud

• AWS and GCP images to deploy E4S
https://e4s.io
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Extreme-scale Scientific Software Stack (E4S)

• E4S: A Spack-based distribution of ECP ST and related and 
dependent software tested for interoperability and portability to 
multiple architectures

• Provides distinction between SDK usability / general quality / 
community and deployment / testing goals

• Will leverage and enhance SDK interoperability thrust

• Oct 2018: E4S 0.1 - 24 full, 24 partial release products

• Jan 2019: E4S 0.2 - 37 full, 10 partial release products

• Nov 2019: E4S 1.0 - 50 full,  5 partial release products

• Jan 2020: E4S 1.1 – ppc64le and x86_64 release with
50 full (x86_64), 46 full (ppc64le) release products.

• Nov. 2020: E4S 1.2 – ppc64le and x86_64 release each with 67 
full release products. 

https://e4s.io
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• How to install Spack (works out of the box):

• How to install a package:

• TAU and its dependencies are installed 
within the Spack directory.

• Unlike typical package managers, Spack can also install 
many variants of the same build.

– Different compilers
– Different MPI implementations
– Different build options

Spack is a flexible package manager for HPC

$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack
$ . spack/share/spack/setup-env.sh

$ spack install tau

@spackpm

github.com/spack/spack

Visit spack.io

https://github.com/LLNL/spack.git
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• Each expression is a spec for a particular configuration
– Each clause adds a constraint to the spec
– Constraints are optional – specify only what you need.
– Customize install on the command line!

• Spec syntax is recursive
– Full control over the combinatorial build space

Spack provides the spec syntax to describe custom configurations

$ spack install tau unconstrained
$ spack install tau@2.29 @ custom version
$ spack install tau@2.29 %gcc@7.3.0 % custom compiler
$ spack install tau@2.29 %gcc@7.3.0 +mpi+python+pthreads +/- build option
$ spack install tau@2.29 %gcc@7.3.0 +mpi ^mvapich2@2.3~wrapperrpath ^ dependency information
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`spack find` shows what is installed

• All the versions coexist!
– Multiple versions of same 

package are ok.

• Packages are installed to 
automatically find correct 
dependencies.

• Binaries work regardless of 
user’s environment.

• Spack also generates 
module files.

– Don’t have to use them.
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• Spack simplifies HPC software for:
– Users
– Developers
– Cluster installations
– The largest HPC facilities

• Spack is central to ECP’s software strategy
– Enable software reuse for developers and users
– Allow the facilities to consume the entire ECP stack

• The roadmap is packed with new features:
– Building the ECP software distribution
– Better workflows for building containers
– Stacks for facilities
– Chains for rapid dev workflow
– Optimized binaries
– Better dependency resolution

The Spack community is growing rapidly

@spackpm

github.com/spack/spack

Visit spack.io
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Download E4S v1.2 GPU Container Image 

https://e4s.io
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E4S v1.2 GPU Release for x86_64

• 67 ECP ST products
• Ubuntu v18.04 x86_64
• AI/ML package support

• TensorFlow 2.3.5
• PyTorch 1.8
• Horovod

• Support for GPUs
• AMD ROCm 3.8
• NVIDIA CUDA 10.2, 11

• Kokkos with support for 
AMD GPUs!
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E4S v1.2 GPU Release for x86_64
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E4S Support for Singularity Container Runtime [Sylabs.io]

● wget http://tau.uoregon.edu/ecp.simg
● singularity exec ecp.simg /bin/bash --rcfile /etc/bashrc
● spack find  
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E4S v1.2 Release: GPU, ppc64le for Docker Containers

• 67 ECP Products
• Support for GPUs

• NVIDIA 
(CUDA 10.2)

• ppc64le and x86_64

% docker pull ecpe4s/ubuntu18.04-e4s-gpu
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E4S v1.2 GPU Release: 67 E4S Products (ppc64le)

• 67 ECP ST products
• Ubuntu v18.04 ppc64le
• Support for GPUs

• NVIDIA
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E4S v1.2 GPU Release: 67 E4S Products (ppc64le)
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E4S Support for Singularity Container Runtime [Sylabs.io]

● wget http://oaciss.uoregon.edu/e4s/images/ubuntu18.04-e4s-gpu-ppc64le_1.2.simg
● singularity exec --nv ubuntu18.04-e4s-gpu-ppc64le_1.2.simg /bin/bash --rcfile /etc/bashrc
● spack find; module avail 
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E4S v1.2 GPU Support
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E4S: ppc64le Base Container Images

• Ubuntu 18.04
• RHEL/UBI 7.6
• Centos 7.6

• Hub.docker.com
• ecpe4s
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Multi-platform E4S Docker Recipes
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E4S: Multi-platform Reproducible Docker Recipes

https://e4s.io

E4S
• x86_64
• ppc64le
• aarch64
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E4S Spack environment spack.yaml

• Bare-metal install
% cat spack.yaml
% spack -e . install

• Docker build:  
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E4S: Spack Build Cache at U. Oregon

• https://oaciss.uoregon.edu/e4s/inventory.html

• 27,000+ binaries
• S3 mirror
• No need to build from 

source code!
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WDMApp: Speeding up bare-metal installs using E4S build cache

• E4S Spack build cache
• Adding E4S mirror
• WDMApp install speeds up!
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Pantheon and E4S build cache support end-to-end ECP examples
Overview: The Exascale Computing Project (ECP) is a complex undertaking, 
involving a myriad of technologies working together. An outstanding need is a 
way to capture, curate, communicate and validate workflows that cross all of
these boundaries.

The Pantheon and E4S projects are collaborating to advance the integration 
and testing of capabilities, and to promote understanding of the complex 
workflows required by the ECP project. Utilizing a host of ECP technologies 
(spack, Ascent, Cinema, among others), this collaboration brings curated 
workflows to the fingertips of ECP researchers.

Contributions
- Curated end-to-end application/in-situ analysis examples can be run quickly 

by anyone on Summit. (https://github.com/pantheonscience/ECP-E4S-Examples)
- Pantheon/E4S integration speeds up build/setup times over source builds 

due to cached binaries (approx.10x speed up).

Instructions page for (top) Nyx, 
Ascent and Cinema workflow 
repository, and (bottom) Cloverleaf3d, 
Ascent, Cinema workflow. These 
curated workflows use Pantheon, 
E4S and spack to provide curated 
workflows for ECP.

LA-UR-20-27327 1/13/21

https://github.com/pantheonscience/ECP-E4S-Examples
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E4S Validation Test Suite

• git clone https://github.com/E4S-Project/testsuite.git

• Provides automated build and run tests 
• Validate container environments and products
• New LLVM validation test suite for DOE LLVM
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Reproducible Container Builds using E4S Base Images

● PMR SDK base image has Spack build cache mirror and 
GPG key installed.

● Base image has GCC and MPICH configured for MPICH 
ABI level replacement (with system MPI).

● Customized container build using binaries from E4S 
Spack build cache for fast deployment. 

● No need to rebuild packages from the source code.  
● Same recipe for container and native bare-metal builds 

with Spack!
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E4S: GitLab Runner Images

• Dockerhub
• Bare-bones
• Multi-platfrom
• Build E4S
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University of Oregon GitLab CI

E4S Builds:
•Ubuntu 18.04
•Ubuntu 20.04
•RHEL 7.6
•RHEL 8
•CentOS 7
•CentOS 8

Architectures: 
ppc64le and x86_64

• https://gitlab.e4s.io
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Multi-stage E4S CI Build Pipeline on Cori, NERSC
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ORNL GitLab Build Pipeline for E4S Spack Build Cache 

• ppc64le (Ascent @ ORNL)
• Reproducible container builds
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E4S DocPortal
• Provide a single online location for accurate product descriptions for ECP software products.

• Derived requirements:
– Sustainable: Must be integrated into software team workflows.
– Incremental: Must build on community approaches to providing this kind of information.
– Extensible: Must be usable by any open source software team.

• Strategy:
– Use the open source community approach of specially-name files in software repositories.
– Adopt commonly used file names when available.
– Identify new information items not already being requested.
– Develop new special file names for information beyond what is already captured.
– Create web-based raking tool to capture information from product repositories and present in 

summary form on a webpage.
– Aggregates and summarizes documentation and metadata for E4S products
– Regularly updates information directly from product repositories
– Prototype: https://e4s-project.github.io/DocPortal.html

https://e4s-project.github.io/DocPortal.html
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E4S DocPortal

https://e4s-project.github.io/DocPortal.html
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E4S VirtualBox Image

https://e4s.io

Container Runtimes
• Docker
• Shifter
• Singularity
• Charliecloud
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e4s-cl: A tool to simplify the launch of MPI jobs in E4S containers

https://e4s.io

• E4S containers support replacement of MPI libraries using MPICH 
ABI compatibility layer.

• Applications binaries built using E4S can be launched with Singularity 
using MPI library substitution for efficient inter-node communications. 

• e4s-cl is a new tool that simplifies the launch and MPI replacement.

• Under development. Usage:
1. e4s-cl profile detect –o <profile> <MPI executable>

2. e4s-cl profile select <profile>

3. e4s-cl launch mpirun -np <> -hosts <> <command>
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e4s-cl Container Launcher

https://e4s.io
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E4S Summary

• What E4S isWhat E4S is not
Extensible, open architecture software ecosystem accepting 
contributions from US and international teams.
Framework for collaborative open-source product 
integration.

A full collection of compatible software capabilities and
A manifest of a la carte selectable software capabilities.

Vehicle for delivering high-quality reusable software 
products in collaboration with others.  

The conduit for future leading edge HPC software targeting 
scalable next-generation computing platforms.
A hierarchical software framework to enhance (via SDKs) 
software interoperability and quality expectations.

A closed system taking contributions only from DOE 
software development teams.

A monolithic, take-it-or-leave-it software behemoth.

A commercial product.

A simple packaging of existing software.
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Future work, issues…

● Improved support for GPUs and visualization tools

● DOE LLVM

● Addition of CI testing

● Facility deployment

● Scalable startup with full-featured “Supercontainers”

● Improving the launch of MPI applications

● From-source builds assisted by a binary build cache or containers

● Docker and Singularity images are available for download 

● https://e4s.io

https://e4s.io/
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Performance Research Laboratory, University of Oregon, Eugene

www.uoregon.edu

http://www.uoregon.edu/
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